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Abstract: This paper aims to establish the skkills necessary in
i the
labour markket that grraduatesfrom engineering and
management in electrical, eleectronic and energetic field (naamed
a Managemennt, from now onn) must masterr. The
Engineering and
objectives deerived from the above-meentioned aim are:
interviewing management and
a
engineerinng graduates from
several Romaanian universitties, interviewinng skill develoopers
(technical-ecoonomic universities) and poteential employeers of
the graduates.
c
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univerrsity skill form
mation policy,, which are an
nchored in thee
economic, social, cuultural and leggislative envirronment.

1. INTRODU
UCTION
In order to determine thhe skills thaat graduates must
m
develop onee must take into accounnt the graduuates’
professional developmennt, which presupposes the
existence of a genuine “enngineering off their professiional
formation” thhrough skill development,
d
which, in its turn,
implies innnovation, planning,
p
acchievement and
assessment. We suggest that the enggineering of skill
formation bee built at the level of tw
wo axes: an axis
representing the individuual and the organization, and
another repreesenting educaation and prodduction (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The enggineering of skill formation

Note that, in
i order to pass from thhe sphere off the
university cuurriculum (1) into
i
the professsional spheree (2),
one must maake a practicaal move and begin
b
by studdying
the activitiess related to thhe job, then analyze the skills
s
necessary annd, finally, obttain a real forrmation refereential
(3) that alloows for the acquirement
a
o the new skills
of
s
necessary in order to achiieve professioonal advancem
ment,
all in accorrdance with individual requirements
and
r
personal traitts (4).
2. RESEARCH METHO
ODOLOGY
The analysis used
u
in determ
mining the skiills was structtured
acccording to thhe flow chart suggested byy the authors (Fig.
2)). The flow chart
c
starts by
b deducing professional
p
s
skills
frrom the humaan resource poolicies of the enterprise andd the

Fig.2
2.General Fraamework
(Izveercianu, 2002)
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We chose to emplooy a qualitativee research meth
hod, namely thee
phen
nomenological group analysiss, while the teechniques usedd
weree the “centered non-direct grouup interview” parallel
p
with thee
quesstionnaire technnique. (Codecs, 2010)
Three
T
target grroups (A, B, C)) were analyzed
d, according too
the objectives
o
pursuued.
¾Grroup A
-Wo
ork sample: 31 potential emplooyers, companiies that operatee
in seeveral fields: electrical
e
(13), electronic (11)) and energeticc
areaas (7).
-Ressearch method: phenomenologgical group anallysis.
The technique used was the “centred non
n-direct groupp
interrview”, in which a group interview is orrganized. Eachh
respondent particippates willingly in the interview
w and is facedd
h a real or imagginary situationn, then encouraaged to expresss
with
theirr opinions on the given siituation. The most commonn
com
mments are regisstered.
-Ressearch topic: thhe needs of thhe enterprise in
i HR policiess
(quaalifications, jobs) and the expeectations of thee enterprises ass
conccerns “the Enginneering and Maanagement grad
duate’s skills”
¾Grroup B
-Wo
ork sample: 10 universities, ddevelopers of en
ngineering andd
man
nagement skills and 23 university curricula.
-Ressearch methodd: analysis off the curriculaa in a groupp
conssisting of six sppecialists.
-Ressearch topic: skill formationn in the educcational offerss
supp
plied by univeersities in theirr curricula, fo
or the field off
“Eng
gineering and Management”.
M
¾Grroup C
-Wo
ork sample: 80
8 university graduates in the field off
“Eng
gineering and Management”,
M
Bologna cyclee, coming from
m
seveeral Romanian universities.
u
-Ressearch method: the “questionnnaire” techniqu
ue comprising a
quan
ntitative syntheesis of the respondents’ an
nswers, whichh
subssequently formeed the basis off a qualitative analysis
a
withinn
the “phenomenolog
“
gical group anallysis”.

Research topic: the needs of recent university graduates, who
master the skills acquired during their university studies and
who are struggling to obtain their first job. The results gained
through the data processing and interpretations have lead to the
proposal of competences for the Engineering and Management
graduates, which guide us to some types of qualifications,
matching the international ones from the Engineering and
Management area, i.e. USA, France, Germany, and Austria.
(Mitrani et al., 1992)

3. THE MAIN COMPETENCIES PACKAGE
PROPOSED FOR THE “ENGINEERING AND
MANAGEMENT” GRADUATE
Main Competency Areas
I) Fundamental knowledge - engineering science and basic
principles
C1-Applying theoretical and practical knowledge of science,
mathematics, as well as basic engineering principles, when
performing calculations, making demonstrations and
developing practical applications in order to solve engineering
and management problems.
C1.1-Sound knowledge of the basic mathematical principles and
fundamental scientific concepts and procedures used in order to
design and build systems, structures, processes and products.
C1.2-Sound knowledge of the basic engineering concepts and
procedures used in order to design and build systems,
structures, processes and products.
C1.3-Understanding the properties, applications and limitations
of the instruments and materials employed when designing and
building systems, structures, processes or products, and solving
errors related to the correct usage of resources and instruments.
C1.4 - The ability to use modelling techniques in order to solve
problems specific to the field.
C1.5-Basic understanding of the concept framework and of the
part that different study disciplines play in the field, in order to
assess the work involving complex systems from a
multidisciplinary approach.
C1.6-Laboratory work proficiency
II) Knowledge and technical abilities acquired through specific
engineering study disciplines
C2-Knowledge and application of the concepts, principles and
techniques related to specific economic-engineering study
disciplines necessary for the expertise in and the design of
engineering issues through the efficient use of computers.
C2.1 - Knowledge of the instruments and materials specific to
the area of the engineering disciplines in question, necessary in
order to interpret and explain situations, events, processes, and
projects related to the field.
C2.2-Keeping up-to-date with topics in the area of the specific
engineering disciplines in order to solve problems/ situations
that can be encountered when providing qualified assistance.
C2.3-Using assessment criteria and standard methods properly,
in order to evaluate the quality, merits and limitations of
processes, programs, structures, systems and products.
C2.4-Having advanced knowledge of a least one module in the
area of engineering disciplines, as well as the expertise
necessary in order to make corrections to calculations, projects
and other components specific to the disciplines.
III) Entrepreneurial Knowledge and Abilities
C3-Knowledge relating to the planning, programming and self
management of enterprises with emphasis on SMEs and the
associated logistics networks: planning, programming,
management and production tracking.
C3.1-Using basic knowledge in the planning, programming and
the management of production in order to explain and interpret
the processes and projects related to the field of Engineering
and Management.

C3.2-Applying basic methods and principles for planning,
programming and self-management of SMEs when providing
qualified assistance.
C3.3-Using standard assessment criteria and methods properly
in order to evaluate the quality, the limitations and the benefits
of certain methods for planning, programming and selfmanagement of small and medium enterprises and the
associated logistics networks.
C3.4-Planning of professional projects in terms of scheduling,
programming and self-management of small and medium
enterprises and associated logistics networks, while using the
principles and methods recognized in the field.
IV) Design and Problem-Solving
C4 - Knowledge and abilities necessary in order to creatively
and systematically solve complex problems in the field of
Engineering and Management, using sustainable solutions.
C4.1 - The ability to assume investigations on complex
problems, to formulate these problems and to solve them at
system, structure, process or product level.
C4.2 - The ability to develop creative design ideas based on
creative assessments and existing practices.
C4.3 - Knowledge related to the systemic approach to
engineering and management activities based on the cost and
time considerations that affect the design.
V) Communication and Continuous Development
C5-The skills necessary in order to be able to communicate in
different professional and social environments and make proper
use of the resources related to continuous development.
C5.1 - The ability to compile correct documents, in accordance
with specific procedures.
C5.2 - The ability to discuss and negotiate effectively and
productively.
C5.3-Using all the resources and learning techniques properly in
order to aim for lifelong personal and professional
development, as well as objective self-assessment in order to be
integrated into the labour market in a timely manner. (Proiect
DOCIS, 2009)

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present paper represents a continuation of the research
developed in the framework of Leonardo da Vinci Program ”Entrepreneurship & Sustainable Development” Project
(Forcrest Project, 2007), augmented with the new premises of
current research, during which were studied the Universities
offers for the “Engineering and Management” field, the
enterprises needs in their Human Resources policy, as well as
their expectations regarding “the competences of Engineers in
the Engineering and Management field.
In the paper were established, as a consequence of the results
obtained from the research, the professional competencies of
“Engineering and Management” field graduates.
The originality (novelty) of paper is the establishment of
professional competences at higher education level
(“Engineering and Management”) and that is the first complex
investigation in which worked together the competences
providers-universities, competences beneficiaries-graduates
and the employer enterprises.
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